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AS AN INDUSTRY THAT REGULARLY 
HANDLES HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, IN 
PROCESSES WHERE LACK OF CONTROL 
CAN HAVE POTENTIALLY CATASTROPHIC 
RESULTS, THE CHEMICAL PROCESSING 
SECTOR NEEDS A STRONG RISK FOCUS. 
 
THIS RISK FOCUS CANNOT BE EMPHASISED 
STRONGLY ENOUGH AS THE HISTORY 
OF CHEMICAL PROCESSING ACCIDENTS 
CONTINUES TO CAST A SHAMEFUL 
SHADOW OVER THE ENTIRE SECTOR. 
WHILE ACCIDENTS IN THE SECTOR 
GO BACK TO THE VERY BEGINNING OF 
INDUSTRIALISATION THERE HAVE ALSO 
BEEN MANY MORE RECENT EXAMPLES, 
THAT SHOULD AND COULD HAVE BEEN 
AVOIDED.

STRONG RISK 
FOCUS.
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Industrial disasters

December 3, 1984: The Bhopal disaster in India is 

one of the largest industrial disasters on record. A 

runaway reaction in a tank containing poisonous 

methyl isocyanate caused the pressure relief system 

to vent large amounts to the atmosphere at a Union 

Carbide India Limited plant. Estimates of the death 

toll range from 3,700 to 16,000. The disaster caused 

the region's human and animal populations severe 

health problems that continue to the present day.

Such accidents cannot be dismissed either as being 

confined to the poorer areas on earth as there are 

numerous historical examples from the world’s 

wealthier nations. July 5, 1990: An explosion and fire 

occurred at the Arco Chemical Company complex in 

Channelview, Texas. 17 people were killed. Five were 

permanent employees and the remaining 12 were 

contractors. An area approximately the size of a city 

block was completely destroyed; no one in the area 

survived the explosion.

These examples are continuing to the present day: 

May 7, 2020: Visakhapatnam gas leak. A gas leakage 

accident at LG Polymers chemical plant in Vizag, India. 

The leakage spread over a radius of about 3 km, 

affecting the nearby areas and villages. 11 were killed 

and more than 1000 people were injured.

Not surprisingly, given the potential catastrophic 

consequences that such examples demonstrate, 

health, safety and environment (HSE) standards, 

regulations and legislation applied to the chemical 

processing sector – both nationally and regionally – 

are rigorous. 

The integrated complexity involved in managing 

safety, occupational health and environmental 

impact risks in this sector are compounded by that 

of maintaining its many and varied physical assets. 

Maintenance activity is a major source of risk, and 

its correct execution in relation to HSE is essential 

to regulatory and legal compliance. This complex 

situation is undoubtedly a difficult one for asset, 

facilities, plant and maintenance managers and 

others with some HSE responsibility to oversee. The 

same is true for all other manufacturing sectors, 

although the nature of the risks will vary. Food and 

pharma are amongst those which have most in 

common with chemical processing in this respect. 

 

While safety is paramount and safeguarding 

of both workers’ health and the environment is 

prioritised, businesses also have good economic 

reasons to manage HSE effectively. Accidents reduce 

productivity, through downtime for investigations, 

repairs and clear-ups. Further costs resulting from 

environmental health and safety failures may relate 

to equipment replacement, fines, compensation 

payments and sickness absence. Damage to 

company’s reputation, when an HSE breach is 

highlighted, is another consideration.

To simplify HSE management and maximise both its 

effectiveness and efficiency, it can be integrated – 

along with maintenance – into an enterprise asset 

management (EAM) system.



“Ultimo has been a major 
impulse to manage 
knowledge retention and 
work more efficiently. 
Safety is very important 
in the chemical industry. 
In this, Ultimo also meets 
our demands excellently.”

Stefan Platteschore, 
Maasvlakte Oil Terminal
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Considering the diversity of equipment used in 

these operations, there is much scope for chemical, 

mechanical and electrical hazards. Typical assets 

might include chemical storage tanks, pipework, 

pumps, conveying machinery, mixers, mills and 

agitators, reactor units, heating systems, kilns, 

dryers and coolers, and filtration, distillation and 

other separation equipment. 

In addition to dangerous chemicals, processes can 

involve hot fluids and toxic or suffocating gases. 

Through their work on chemical processing assets, 

maintenance staff may be exposed to these 

dangers. There are also risks of harmful substances 

leaking out and affecting fellow workers or polluting 

the wider environment

Outcomes of exposure range from irritating rashes 

and allergic reactions to long-term respiratory 

illnesses and cancers. One of the more acute dangers 

is suffocation or toxic effects due to release of gases 

in confined or poorly ventilated spaces. Managers 

and maintenance engineers need to be fully aware 

of all hazards relating to the plant and the chemicals 

it handles. More specifically, they need to know how 

each piece of equipment should be made safe before 

working on it. 

 

In the event of a plant failure or accident, chemical 

works suffer extra difficulty if they are running 

continuous flow processes. Unlike batch chemical 

production, or the shift-based activities of other 

manufacturing industries, large plants in particular 

tend to operate continuously. Stoppage of a single 

asset means stopping the whole process. 

That abruptly halted process may comprise a 

complex collection of connecting subprocesses and 

high-temperature, high-pressure flows. Multiple 

solids, liquids and gases may be combining in 

chemical reactors to form other materials. Before 

remedial work can begin, it may be necessary to 

allow the plant to cool down. Next, the reactors 

and pipelines must be cleared of chemicals and 

intermediate products left behind by the unfinished 

process. Some of these may harden or solidify within 

the equipment. 

It can take several days to clear up the plant, repair 

the asset and restart the process. The overall cost 

of this will include that of lost production, damage to 

equipment, repair, restoration and cleaning, disposal 

of hazardous materials and wastage of expensive 

chemicals. The key piece of European legislation 

addressing dangers in this industry is the Seveso 

III Directive, aimed at controlling major chemical 

accident hazards. This has been implemented 

through each EU nation’s own laws. These continue 

to apply in the UK, post-Brexit, and the Directive is 

also seen as a benchmark for chemical safety policy 

in many other countries worldwide. Most companies, 

of course, have corporate social responsibility and 

employee care principles which aim to do much more 

than simply ‘meet’ legal minimum requirements.

THE ENORMOUS VARIETY OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTION 
SUBSECTORS, PLANT TYPES, PROCESSES AND 
PRODUCTS ADDS FURTHER COMPLICATION. THEY 
INCLUDE PETROCHEMICALS, POLYMERS, INORGANIC 
CHEMICALS, FOOD INGREDIENTS, ADHESIVES, PAINTS 
AND AGROCHEMICALS, TO NAME BUT A FEW. 

TACKLING THE 
COMPLEXITIES OF HSE IN 
CHEMICAL PROCESSING.
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THE FIRST HSE PROBLEM THAT ENTERPRISE 
ASSET MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE SOLVES IS 
THAT OF MAINTAINING A CLEAR OVERVIEW. 
INSTEAD OF USING SEPARATE SYSTEMS 
FOR INFORMATION ON THE OPERATION’S 
ASSETS, THEIR MAINTENANCE AND THE 
RELATED HSE PROCESSES, THE ULTIMO EAM 
CLOUD PLATFORM BRINGS IT ALL TOGETHER 
IN ONE PLACE. HSE MANAGEMENT BECOMES 
FULLY INTEGRATED AND FUNCTIONALLY 
LINKED TO ASSET MANAGEMENT, IN A 
SYSTEM WHICH SIGNALS THE CONDITION 
AND STATUS OF ASSETS IN REAL TIME. 
DIGITALISATION AND INTEGRATION AVOID 
DUPLICATION, REDUCE EFFORT, INCREASE 
EFFICIENCY AND GIVE A CLEARER PICTURE. 

IMPLEMENTING A 
RESPONSIBLE HSE 
REGIME THROUGH AN 
EAM SYSTEM. 

Automatic compliance 

Crucially, Ultimo not only sets HSE processes and 

procedures but enforces them. The system is 

designed to permit maintenance tasks to go ahead 

only when all the required safety steps have been 

taken. In doing so it ensures automatic compliance.

This cloud-based system, which is a world apart 

from the inefficiencies and limitations of paper-

based administration, can be easily accessed by 

authorised users in all relevant roles. The same 

easy-to-understand information, and the ability 

to progress activities and record information, is 

available to each user via desktop, laptop, tablet or 

smartphone. In short, Ultimo simplifies their work 

and empowers them to carry out tasks safely, 

compliantly and on schedule.

The concept of ‘work permits’ is central to the step-

by-step functionality of Ultimo’s HSE software. A 

work permit for a specific maintenance job is issued 

only when the conditions set for carrying out that 

task safely have been satisfied. A ‘job’ in this context 

could be, for example, replacing a worn bearing on a 

particular pump.

A work permit specifies – via joint decision – the 

necessary safety measures and who will take them. 

Digital administration of a work permit begins with 

receipt of a job request (sometimes referred to 

as a work order). Holders of the appropriate staff 

roles prepare the work permit and digitally validate 

it at each stage to confirm its issue, extension (if 

necessary) and, finally, completion of the job. Open 

work permits can be viewed at any time. Along with 

the information already mentioned, they show 

details of task risk analysis and lockout-tagout 

conditions applying to the jobs.

Figure 1 – Plot plan active work permits.



“With Ultimo we have one 
system for safety and 
maintenance issues, i.e. 
periodical maintenance, 
calibrations and 
inspections. Everything 
is neatly organised 
in one place, making 
audits much easier, and 
the interface with SAP 
helps with the efficient 
financial processing 
of our activities.”

Steven Permentier, 
Production Manager, 
Total (Ertvelde)
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Ultimo’s task risk assessment module can be used for 

quick and easy identification of potential risks and 

corresponding safety measures associated with a 

particular job. This is an add-on to the work permit 

module.

The system’s Lock Out Tag Out (LOTO) module 

prevents installations and equipment from starting 

up unexpectedly during maintenance work. Locks 

are placed on parts of the plant – or processes – that 

need to be isolated, along with tags which identify 

the member of staff who places them. Only that 

person can authorise tag removal and unlocking. 

The LOTO process, which precedes issuing of a 

work permit, begins with recognition that isolation 

is required for the job to be carried out safely. 

The number and position of locks and tags is then 

determined by those holding the appropriate 

knowledge and responsibility. This may be aided by 

reference to digital templates and P&IDs (piping and 

instrument diagrams) on the system. See Figure 2.

 

A notification of when and where the locks and tags 

have been set is broadcast. Once this has been done, 

a work permit can be issued and the task can start. 

The work permit process ensures that locks and tags 

cannot be removed until the work is finished.

Figure 2 – Visual guide to location of locks and tags.
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Initiated by a request for modification, changes 

are managed from the earliest planning stage to 

completion. The work can be carried out as individual 

jobs or as a set of tasks combined to form a project. 

Like all Ultimo HSE software modules, MoC sets 

a structured process which is aided by checklists 

and enforced by validation procedures. Users need 

to consider the change’s possible consequences 

in advance and determine how to reduce the 

associated risks. This module enables efficient and 

effective integration of modification projects with 

the existing flow, processing and management of 

maintenance jobs. After the changes have been 

implemented, the MoC process concludes with 

an evaluation of whether they have achieved the 

intended results. 

As well as ensuring safety, the management 

of change module saves greatly on time and 

complexity compared to conventional paper-based 

MoC practices. All of the relevant information, 

documents and records of communication are saved 

in one location. The parties involved can carry out 

assessments, provide signatures for approval and 

take other actions simultaneously, rather than 

having to wait for paperwork to be passed to each in 

turn.

Piper Alpha North Sea oil rig disaster

A tragic illustration of why the process-level and 

asset-level safeguards presented here are so 

important is provided by the 1988 Piper Alpha North 

Sea oil rig disaster. Fundamentally, deficiencies in 

management of change practices in one part of 

the plant, from oil to gas transport, allowed the 

new risks introduced to be underappreciated. A 

condensation pump shut down for maintenance 

work, and left with a safety valve removed, was 

brought back online before maintenance had been 

completed. Gas escaping from it caused an explosion, 

which initiated a series of explosions and fires that 

eventually destroyed the rig, killing 167 people . 

 

Proper Lock Out Tag Out and work permit 

procedures would have prevented this. Effective 

communication at shift handover would also have 

highlighted the danger. In Ultimo, this is covered 

by a shift handover module which creates a digital 

logbook for recording and exchanging information 

between operators, maintenance staff and other 

stakeholders..

WHILE THE PREVIOUS SECTION FOCUSES 
PRIMARILY ON ROUTINE WORK RELATING TO 
INDIVIDUAL ASSETS, SUCH AS REPLACING 
A WORN BEARING, THERE ARE OTHER 
ACTIVITIES WHICH BRING ABOUT CHANGES 
TO A PLANT’S EQUIPMENT OR PROCESSES. 
THESE CAN BE INTRODUCED SAFELY USING 
PROCESSES GOVERNED BY ULTIMO’S 
MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE (MOC) MODULE. 
EXAMPLES OF CHANGE MIGHT INCLUDE 
INSTALLATION OF A NEW TYPE OF PUMP, OR 
ALTERING THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS 
AND PRODUCT FOR WHICH AN EXISTING ITEM 
OF PLANT IS USED. 

MAXIMISING HSE 
CONTROL AT THE 
PROCESS LEVEL.
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REDUCING THE 
NUMBER AND IMPACT 
OF FUTURE INCIDENTS.
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HSE Incidents module

Incident management is another process-level 

activity optimised by Ultimo, this time through its 

HSE incidents module. When an incident or near 

miss is reported, the designated safety officer is 

immediately alerted and a process begins. Its aim is 

to enable learning – from the latest occurrence and 

any previous issues – so that the number and impact 

of future incidents can be reduced.

First, the safety officer ensures the incident is fully 

recorded, processed and correctly registered. See 

Figure 3. EAM software cuts down the number of 

steps needed to achieve this. With much of the 

background information already on the system, 

less effort is needed to gather relevant details. An 

email reporting on the incident is sent to the reporter 

and supervisors, and the same detailed record is 

accessible to authorised users. Immediate safety 

measures taken are documented.

Figure 3 – Opening screen for incident reporting.
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An initial risk analysis is carried out and the safety 

officer determines whether further analysis 

is needed. The incident’s consequences are 

investigated and immediate and root causes are 

sought. By connecting information on the assets and 

their maintenance history with risk assessments 

and records of previous incidents, near misses and 

problem areas, Ultimo readily enables trend and root 

cause analysis. See Figure 4. Based on its results, 

new safety measures are defined and follow-up 

work is planned. After their implementation, these 

measures are evaluated and an assessment of any 

residual risk is undertaken before their final approval 

as a permanent safety solution.

As a simple example of how the HSE incidents 

module interacts with others in Ultimo, consider 

a pump which has delivered an electric shock. An 

immediate safety measure would be to disable it. 

The incident report may indicate a need for repair or 

like-for-like replacement of the pump. Alternatively, 

analysis may reveal a pattern which suggests that a 

different type of pump is needed for safe operation 

in the intended application.

That would require a management of change 

process, which in turn might call for a task risk 

assessment and an LOTO procedure before a work 

permit could be issued to install the new pump.

Figure 4 – Analysis of incidents.

Clear interaction

The interactions between Ultimo HSE modules are 

summarised graphically in Figure 5. This may appear 

complicated, but in practice the flows are simple and 

logical. The system guides users through them and 

presents ‘action’ notes to remind specific managers 

and staff of important actions they must take. 

Above all, the system enforces the correct process 

flow by ensuring that no step is taken until the prior 

steps have been properly completed.

With its clear, easily understood and accurate 

overview of plant HSE, one of Ultimo’s many 

welcome high-level functions is its ability to produce 

instant reports and meet auditing needs. Managers 

can demonstrate that every aspect of health, 

safety and environment (HSE) management is under 

control, and that the system blocks unsafe practices. 

cannot be removed until the work is finished.

Figure 5 – Interactions between Ultimo HSE software modules.
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In addition to the need for legal and regulatory 

HSE compliance, there are other strong drivers 

for chemical businesses to avoid accidents. 

Productivity losses and accident-related costs 

threaten profitability, especially when continuous 

flow processes are disrupted. Most important of all, 

however, is the responsibility of companies toward 

the safety and welfare of their employees and 

communities.

Integration of HSE and maintenance into the Ultimo 

enterprise asset management (EAM) system 

simplifies managers’ lives, assures strict compliance 

and increases efficiency. . 

All information together 

Ultimo’s EAM software and cloud platform bring all 

of the necessary information together, digitally, into 

one place – giving a clear overview and enabling rapid 

functionality. HSE processes are not only set but 

enforced by the system. It will not allow any activity 

to proceed until the necessary prior steps have been 

taken and required conditions have been met.

MANAGERS IN THE CHEMICAL PROCESSING 
SECTOR ARE SUBJECT TO STRINGENT 
STANDARDS IN RELATION TO HEALTH, SAFETY 
AND ENVIRONMENT (HSE). THEIR DIFFICULTIES 
IN MANAGING HSE RISKS, ESPECIALLY WITHIN 
MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES, ARE COMPOUNDED BY 
THE COMPLEXITY OF THE PLANT EQUIPMENT AND 
PROCESSES INVOLVED.

ULTIMO – YOUR ROUTE TO 
A MORE EFFICIENT AND 
EFFECTIVE HSE PROCESS. 

On a day-to-day basis, Ultimo’s information and functions are easy to access and use via mobile or desktop 

devices. The enterprise asset management system is also invaluable when it comes to producing HSE reports 

and satisfying the demands of auditors. It can be clearly demonstrated that managers are in full control of HSE, 

that all activities are compliant and that unsafe practices are blocked.

WORK PERMITS 
For each job, specifying what measures to take, and who must take them, to make 
the activity safe

TASK RISK ASSESSMENT 
Identifying potential risks associated with a job

LOCK OUT TAG OUT 
Preventing unexpected start-up of equipment during maintenance

MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE 
Enabling equipment or process modifications to be implemented in a structured and 
safe way

SHIFT HANDOVER 
Digital logbook for communication between operators, managers and maintenance 
workers

HSE INCIDENTS 
Reporting, analysing and acting upon information to reduce future accident numbers 
and impacts

ENTERPRISE ASSET MANAGEMENT

HSE SOFTWARE MODULES:



Ultimo is the #1 EAM Cloud platform that 

provides its customers with control over 

their assets and an unmatched and proven 

Return On Investment. Its benefits include 

increased uptime; management of costs and 

an extension in the lifespan of equipment; 

reliable control information; ease of adherence 

to laws and regulations and the assurance of 

a safe working environment. With Ultimo you 

see vital signs and you take vital actions.

Live-link your assets and facilities.
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